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Out with the Old, In with the New:
New Library Search Tool

Staying on campus during January? The library
has a variety of books
written by this years
speakers. Below is just a sample of the many
choices available to you at the Hekman Library:

Beginning in January 2010, Hekman Library has a
new search tool called Evergreen, which replaces
our previous catalog, WebCat. We’re excited about
the new search options and interface, but we know
that it may take some adjustment for us all! Check
out this new tool yourself on the library’s home page,
and if you need any assistance, just ask any librarian
or staff member.

Gross national happiness : why happiness matters for
America--and how we can get more of it
Arthur C. Brooks.
BF575.H27 B76 2008

Curious about where your friends or
classmates are traveling for Interim?

Left to tell: discovering God amidst the Rwandan holocaust
Ilibagiza, Immaculée
REC READING

Desiring the kingdom : worship, worldview, and cultural formation
Smith, James K. A.
BV178 .S63 2009

Whether it’s Cambodia, Jordon, Costa Rica, China,
or Ethiopia, we have databases covering international Blood brothers
affairs:
Chacour, Elias

DS113.7 .C49 1984

PAIS International and
PAIS Archive
Since its establishment in 1914,
the Public Affairs Information
Service (PAIS) has chronicled
issues in the public debate
through highly selective coverage
of a wide variety of sources. The PAIS International database
with the PAIS Archive provide historical perspective on many of
the 20th century's public and social policies.

Europa World Plus incorporates the full text contents of some of
the Europa World Year Book and the eight Europa regional surveys. This database provides authoritative and current analytical
information about countries and international organizations.
Country overviews include historic, economic, trade, and political information.
Go to Library homepage -> Research Databases to access these resources.

SNOW AT NIGHT
Augusta Wray

The snow falls like ghost-stars and lights the pines
With a pale luminosity that sheds
A radiance over the quiet woods.
It clings to the fringed branches with fingers
Soft as silence. No life nor any sound
Disturbs the scene, only the falling stars
Of snow, weaving a thick, warm, white blanket
To spread over the cold arms of the trees,
Outstretched as if to hold back the crouching
Darkness of the night; the frozen crystals
Glow calmly, without substance or shadow,
Until a white shroud blots out the landscape.

